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Abstract Silica enrichments resulting in up to ~90 wt% SiO₂ have been observed by the Curiosity rover’s instruments in Gale crater, Mars, within the Murray and Stimson formations. Samples acquired by the rover drill revealed a significant abundance of an X-ray amorphous silica phase. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) highlights an overall correlation of the hydrogen signal with silica content for these Si-enriched targets. The increased hydration of the high-silica rocks compared to the surrounding bedrock is also confirmed by active neutron spectroscopy. Laboratory LIBS experiments have been performed to calibrate the hydrogen signal and show that the correlation observed on Mars is consistent with a silica phase containing on average 6.3 ± 1.4 wt% water. X-ray diffraction and LIBS measurements indicate that opal-A, amorphous hydrated silica, is the most likely phase containing this water in the rocks. Pyrolysis experiments were also performed on drilled samples by the Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) instrument to measure volatile content, but the data suggests that most of the water was released during handling prior to pyrolysis. The inferred low-temperature release of water helps constrain the nature of the opal. Given the geological context and the spatial association with other phases such as calcium sulfates, the opal was likely formed from multiple diagenetic fluid events and possibly represents the latest significant water-rock interaction in these sedimentary rocks.

1. Introduction

Opal is a hydrated amorphous to poorly crystalline variety of silica, which mostly precipitates from liquid water. On Earth, it is found in various geological environments, for instance, in hydrothermal settings (Jones & Renaut, 2004; Lynne et al., 2005; Rodgers et al., 2004), within continental weathering profiles (Chauviré, Rondeau, Mazzerò, et al., 2017; Rondeau et al., 2012; Thiry & Milnes, 1991; Thiry et al., 2006), or in marine sediments (Behl, 2011; Meister et al., 2014; Murata & Nakata, 1974). Although many processes produce opal on Earth due to the abundance of silica and liquid water at the surface, diageneis typically transforms opal into quartz, a more stable form of silica (Williams & Crerar, 1985; Williams et al., 1985). Mars’ surface is mostly dominated by a basaltic composition, but given the mobility of silica from basalt under most weathering conditions and the evidence for liquid water in Mars’ past, significant amounts of sedimentary silica could have formed (McLennan, 2003).

The distinction between the various forms of hydrated silica is important due to the contrasting implications for their geologic origin. The main categories can be ordered by increasing degree of crystallinity: hydrated glasses, opals, and microcrystalline quartz (Flörke et al., 1991). Hydrated silicate glasses form directly by quenching of hydrous melts. They are structurally amorphous, or poorly crystalline, and retain small amounts of H₂O and OH, isolated and structurally bound (Stolper, 1982). The microstructure of opal is characterized by an assemblage of silica nanograins that can retain water (H₂O), either adsorbed or trapped in voids, as well as hydroxyl groups in silanols (Si-OH; Anderson & Wickersheim, 1964; Boboñ et al., 2011; Gaillou et al., 2008;
Langer & Flörke, 1974). Opals precipitate from solution and mostly exist as opal-A (amorphous) and opal-CT, which has nanodomains of cristobalite (C) with some tridymite (T) stacking and may be organized in microspheres or lepispheres. Compared to silica glasses, the porosity of opals enables more molecular water to be present (up to 10 wt%; e.g., Flörke et al., 1991; Graetsch et al., 1994; Thomas et al., 2010), trapped in voids or forming interstitial films (Langer & Flörke, 1974; Segnit et al., 1965). Opals are metastable at the Earth’s surface temperatures and pressures and usually evolve by dissolution and reprecipitation following the pathway: opal-A → opal-CT → microcrystalline quartz (Williams & Crerar, 1985). Indeed, chalcedony or other types of microcrystalline quartz may result from the diageneis of opals but can also precipitate directly from solution under specific conditions (Graetsch et al., 1985). Microcrystalline quartz typically has lower porosity and therefore contains less water than opals, rarely more than 2 wt% for molecular water and hydroxyl groups combined (Flörke et al., 1982, 1991; Schmidt & Fröhlich, 2011).

The bonding of water molecules and hydroxyl groups in opals creates a variety of spectral features that can be used for identification on Mars by near-infrared remote sensing (Chauviré, Rondeau, & Mangold, 2017; Goryniuk et al., 2004). In particular, opals are characterized by absorption bands at 2.21–2.26 μm due to silanols combined with those attributed to molecular water (free or hydrogen-bonded to silanols) at 1.91–1.96 μm (Boboň et al., 2011). However, silica varieties other than opal, like silica glasses, or microcrystalline quartz, can also contain silanols and adsorbed water. Although these can produce subtle changes in the absorption band shape, depth, and position, such differences usually remain challenging to identify in practice (Milliken et al., 2008; Rice et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013). Therefore, “hydrated silica” or “opaline silica” have been reported on the Martian surface depending on the level of confidence that the observed spectra are similar to those from opals observed in the laboratory.

Hydrated silica was identified in a variety of terrains on Mars from the Noachian and Hesperian eras. Using the CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars) instrument, opaline silica was reported in strata on plains surrounding Valles Marineris, associated with sulfates, and interpreted as a direct precipitate that formed a silica cement or altered volcanic material (Milliken et al., 2008; Weitz et al., 2010). It was also observed in layers near fan deposits inside the canyon system (Metz et al., 2009). Hydrated silica was identified in deposits of likely hydrothermal origin on the flanks of a volcanic cone in Syrtis Major (Skok et al., 2010). It was also found associated with phyllosilicates in Terra Sirenum possibly related to alteration by groundwater (Wray et al., 2011) and in Nili Fossae in the form of eolian deposits, associated with material eroded from crater central peaks (Ehlmann et al., 2009). In a more global impact craters survey, it is detected within a number of eolian/unconsolidated deposits (Sun & Milliken, 2015). In addition, extensive areas in western Hellas show evidence for hydrated silica, probably due to late stage alteration with groundwater (Bandfield et al., 2013). These examples of hydrated silica detections from orbit highlight the diverse settings in which opals may be found on Mars.

In situ, the Opportunity rover identified up to 25 wt% hydrated silica along with phyllosilicates in an outcrop at Meridiani Planum, according to the modeling of thermal infrared spectra from the Mini-TES instrument (Glotch et al., 2006). Spirit observed high silica in Gusev Crater near “Home Plate,” a formation interpreted as volcanoclastic, within light-toned nodular bedrock and soils (Ruff et al., 2011). The content of silica measured there by Spirit’s APXS (Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer) reached up to 92 wt% (H-free normalization) in the light-toned soils, and the most likely silica phase is opal according to thermal infrared emission spectra (Mini-TES), which include absorption bands due to molecular water at 1,630/cm and silanols near 900/cm. However, limitations inherent to the rover instrument suite prevented further characterization of the silica, including opal type and water content.

At Gale crater, the Curiosity rover landed with new instruments dedicated to geochemistry and mineralogy. On its traverse toward the lower slopes of Mt Sharp, the rover explored a sequence of fluvial, deltaic, and lacustrine sedimentary rocks (Grotzinger et al., 2015). Weak signatures of hydrated silica were identified from orbit using CRISM data in some patches within the sedimentary rocks of Mt. Sharp but were not directly on the path taken by the rover (Fraeman et al., 2016; Seeles et al., 2014). Yet silica enrichments were observed in situ by the rover in an outcrop of finely laminated mudstone within the Murray formation: a drill sample collected in the mudstone and analyzed by CheMin, the X-ray diffraction instrument, revealed ~14 wt% tridymite, of likely detrital origin, along with ~60 wt% of silica-rich amorphous phases (Morrisey et al., 2016). High silica abundance was also measured within fracture-associated alteration halos present in the mudstone and across the unconformably overlying eolian sandstone in the Stimson formation (Frydenvang et al., 2017).
2017; Yen et al., 2017). Drill samples from these alteration halos also show the presence of a significant silica-rich amorphous component compared to the surrounding unaltered bedrock (Yen et al., 2017).

X-ray diffraction measurements alone cannot distinguish between opal-A and glasses. Both fit in the broad background signal that is visible in the diffraction pattern of the high-silica drill samples (Morris et al., 2016; Yen et al., 2017). In addition to CheMin, the silica-rich rocks were analyzed by other instruments sensitive to hydration. The SAM (Sample Analysis at Mars) instrument (Mahaffy et al., 2012) performed pyrolysis and evolved gas analyses (EGAs) of the same drill samples and measured the release of water molecules with temperature (Sutter et al., 2017). Furthermore, the DAN (Dynamic Albedo of Neutron) instrument measured the abundance of water in the shallow subsurface (up to ~60 cm) since variations in hydrogen content can result in detectable changes in their data due to the large scattering cross section of hydrogen with neutrons (Mitrofanov et al., 2012). Finally, the ChemCam instrument used laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) to measure the abundance of major, minor, and trace elements at a submillimeter scale (Maurice et al., 2016; Wiens et al., 2015). Using this technique ChemCam directly detects hydrogen and can be used to quantify water content in a variety of geological materials (Rapin et al., 2017a).

The objective of this study is to investigate the characteristics of the silica phase observed at Gale crater. In contrast with previous studies (Frydenvang et al., 2017; Morris et al., 2016; Yen et al., 2017), we focus on the amorphous silica phase and combine data from the ChemCam instrument with DAN and SAM to assess its nature. We first focus on ChemCam data and determine the specific calibration of the hydrogen signal with opals using the instrument’s laboratory replica. Then the results are applied to the Mars data set and compared with data from the other instruments.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Instrument Description

The ChemCam instrument provides elemental compositions of remote targets (up to 7 m away) at a submillimeter scale using LIBS (Maurice et al., 2012; Wiens et al., 2012). Hydrogen is detected by the Balmer alpha emission peak at 656.5 nm; other hydrogen peaks lie outside of the spectrometer range. Typical ChemCam observations consist of bursts of 30 laser shots on a given point, which is repeated on several points at closely spaced distances from one another on the target. Due to the surface ablation by the laser and the plasma shockwave, dust is effectively removed by the first shots, enabling measurement of the substrate without influence from surface-deposited materials. This dust-removal ability is particularly important for studying the hydrogen content of the rock substrate because the dust that coats rocks on Mars is known to be hydrated (e.g., Meslin et al., 2013; Audouard et al., 2014). ChemCam also provides high-resolution images, which help identify the analyzed locations and document the surface texture of the targets.

The laboratory LIBS setup at Institut de Recherche en Astrophysique et Planétologie (IRAP, Toulouse, France) uses the ChemCam instrument replica as described in Rapin et al. (2017a). Targets are located at a distance of 1.7 m from the instrument in a vacuum chamber whose pressure can be lowered to below $10^{-7}$ mbar before introducing a Martian atmospheric gas simulant (1.6% argon, 2.7% nitrogen, and 95.7% carbon dioxide) to produce LIBS plasmas in conditions similar to Mars, under ~8 mbar atmospheric pressure.

2.2. Opal Sample Preparation

A series of natural opals and a chalcedony, part of a collection described in Chauviré, Rondeau, and Mangold (2017), were analyzed for the calibration of the LIBS hydrogen signal. Each opal sample was characterized by Raman spectroscopy to determine the opal type (opal-A or opal-CT) and transmission infrared spectroscopy to estimate homogeneity of molecular water and silanol (hydroxyl group; Si-OH) contents (Chauviré, Rondeau, & Mangold, 2017). Homogeneous bulk fragments with sizes between 3 and 5 mm were selected for analysis using the ChemCam laboratory LIBS setup.

Opal samples are known to lose a potentially significant amount of water when exposed to vacuum (Segnit et al., 1965). As shown in a previous study where water vapor was added to the Martian gas simulant (Rapin et al., 2017a), a hydrogen LIBS signal due to the atmosphere is observed at $>0.1$ mbar of water vapor partial pressure. Such an amount could be produced from degassing of opals at low pressure; therefore, the samples were first placed under dynamic vacuum for 20 hr. Then, after introducing the Martian
gas simulant in the chamber, pressure was carefully monitored. Pressure remained stable within 0.02 mbar during our analyses.

In order to estimate the actual sample water content during the laboratory LIBS analyses performed at 8 mbar of Martian gas and after exposure to vacuum, the fragments were first weighed using a microscale before exposure to vacuum (Table 1). Then, after the LIBS analyses, each fragment was weighed within 3 min after reexposure to the laboratory atmosphere. The opal weight was then monitored as a function of time for at least 15 min. If any water readsorption was observed during that time, the measured weight gain rate was used to extrapolate back to the actual lower sample weight during the LIBS analyses, before reexposure to the atmosphere. Total water content of the samples was determined using loss on ignition (LOI) in air at 1000 °C for ~20 hr. The weight difference after LIBS was subtracted from the sample weight loss from LOI to estimate the actual sample water content during LIBS analyses (Table 1).

To better understand weight loss as a function of temperature, and as an independent measurement for the water content obtained with the LOI and weighting protocol, thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were performed on four of the samples using additional fragments (Figure 1) TGA were carried out using a Setaram Setsys 16/18 at the University of Technology, Sydney. Large pieces from 29 to 85 mg were placed in a platinum crucible. Samples were heated at a rate of 2 °C/min from room temperature to 1100 °C in an air atmosphere flowing at 20 ml/min. The baseline was subtracted point by point using blank data under the same conditions. For each sample, three runs have been performed to estimate the repeatability error of the experiments.

In order to test the evolution of hydrogen signal intensity of opal when mixed with a bedrock material, we prepared mixtures between a reference opal sample of known, high water content, and a nominally anhydrous basalt from Skjaldbreiður, Iceland (2709SKA). LOI of the basalt powder at 1000 °C for 20 hr yielded a volatile content <0.1 wt%. The opal sample 1040 was crushed into powder and mixed with the basalt in various proportions from basalt-only to 25, 50, 75, and 100 wt% opal. The mixtures were turned into pellets and analyzed by LIBS using the same protocol as for the opal fragments. The water content of each mixture pellet was calculated by relative proportions of the opal 1040, containing 7.3 ± 0.5 wt% water when placed under vacuum in the chamber (Table 1), and the basalt. Finally, a fragment of amethyst was also analyzed along with opal samples using the LIBS setup. Amethyst, a variety of quartz, is a nominally anhydrous form of silica and is used here as a blank sample to confirm the absence of atmospheric contribution to the hydrogen signal and any interference of the LIBS silicon signal for low hydrogen contents. Indeed, LIBS spectra from amethyst and basalt samples indicate the absence of any significant interference issue or atmospheric contribution with the protocol used (Figure S1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Initial weight (mg)</th>
<th>Vacuum loss (wt%)</th>
<th>LOI at 1000 °C</th>
<th>TGA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total Loss (wt%)</td>
<td>Since Vacuum (wt%)</td>
<td>Error (wt%)</td>
<td>Total Loss (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>766</td>
<td>Pedro II, Piauí, Brazil</td>
<td>Opal-A</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1039</td>
<td>Mintabie, Australia</td>
<td>Opal-A</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>Coober Peddy, Australia</td>
<td>Opal-A</td>
<td>103.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1553</td>
<td>Mt Davis, Australia</td>
<td>Chalcedony</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1085</td>
<td>New Maternal, Argentina</td>
<td>Opal-CT</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1547</td>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Opal-CT</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1549</td>
<td>Opal-CT</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1543c</td>
<td>San Martin, Jalisco, Mexico</td>
<td>Opal-CT</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1552d</td>
<td>Nayarit, Guadalupana, Mexico</td>
<td>Opal-CT</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT86</td>
<td>Wegel Tena, Ethiopia</td>
<td>Opal-CT</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Weight loss observed after exposure to vacuum is indicated. The LOI result at 1000 °C for ~20 hr is shown with loss compared to initial weight ("total loss") and loss compared to weight during vacuum ("since vacuum"). The latter is used as best estimate of water content during the LIBS analyses. In addition, TGA total loss is indicated for the corresponding samples.
2.3. LIBS Data Collection and Processing

Each sample was analyzed by LIBS at three locations to test homogeneity of samples. For each location a series of 150 shots at 3 Hz was acquired to test the shot-to-shot variability of the hydrogen signal. As discussed in Rapin et al. (2017a) the first 30 shots can be used to compare with standard Martian data, which is acquired using series of 30 shots on each point. In addition, the five first shots are discarded to avoid effects related to the surface on the hydrogen signal, as described in Rapin et al. (2017a). This is also a standard protocol for Martian data processing, as the five first shots help clean the ubiquitous dust cover present on rocks naturally exposed at the surface (Maurice et al., 2016). Therefore, the LIBS signal used for each analyzed location is the average spectrum of 25 shots from the 5th to 30th.

The hydrogen signal was obtained from the spectra by fitting the Balmer alpha emission peak at 656.6 nm. The processing used for both laboratory and Martian spectra is described in Rapin et al. (2017a) and summarized here. It includes a multi-Lorentz fitting method to extract the hydrogen peak area from the interference with a nearby carbon peak and a linear baseline removal. The area of the carbon peak (C I at 247.9 nm), related to the breakdown of the atmospheric CO$_2$, and the area of the oxygen triplet forming a single peak (O I at 778.5, 778.6 and 778.8 nm) also partly related to the atmosphere, are used for normalization of the hydrogen signal. Signal normalization, which here consists of dividing the hydrogen peak area by the carbon peak area, is important to compensate for undesired variations of the LIBS signal due to different parameters (for instance, laser-target coupling, laser focus, and distance to target). Normalization to both the carbon and oxygen peaks was proven to be the most efficient normalization proxies for the hydrogen signal. Finally, a correction factor is applied to the normalized signal in order to account for the difference of instrument response between the laboratory and flight model instruments (Rapin et al., 2017a).

3. Results

3.1. Experimental

As shown in Table 1, our samples have various water contents based on LOI results: 3.4–9.2 wt% for opals and 1.7 wt% for the chalcedony fragment. The subset of TGA total water content results are consistent with the total water losses measured by LOI. TGA curves show that the temperature of water loss varies substantially from sample to sample (Figure 1). The opals also show different behaviors related to their exposure to vacuum. While most (7 of 10) opal samples resisted water loss, 3 of them exhibited a significant loss: samples WT86, 1549, and 1039, which lost, 61%, 28% and 15%, respectively, of their initial water content (Table 1). After reexposure to the atmosphere, the weight gain was observed at a rate of about 0.06 wt% per minute for opal WT86 (Figure 2). These data highlight the ability of some opals to release water at low pressure, while others are more stable. It also shows the necessity of monitoring the opal water gain shortly after the LIBS measurements at low pressure in order to estimate the actual water content during the LIBS analyses.

Figure 3 shows that the normalized LIBS hydrogen peak area is linearly proportional to water content in our samples for opal, chalcedony, quartz, or opal-basalt pellet mixtures. Our results also correctly fit with the calibration curve obtained using calcium and magnesium sulfates, hydroxyapatites, and hydrated basalt samples (Rapin et al., 2017a). This behavior suggests that the calibration of the hydrogen signal is not dependent on chemical matrices (including mixtures with basaltic material) and that it is a robust tool to estimate water content of a great variety of minerals, including silica-rich samples on Mars.

3.2. Description of Gale Crater Observations

At Gale crater, the high-silica sedimentary rocks were observed in two geological settings: first, in the Murray lacustrine mudstone and second, within the unconformably overlying Stimson eolian sandstone in the form of light-toned halos along fractures (Figure 4). The high-silica Murray mudstone was sampled by the rover drill at a location named Buckskin. Analysis by the CheMin instrument revealed the presence of ~60 wt% amorphous components and ~40 wt% crystalline minerals; 34.1 wt% of the crystalline component is
tridymite, hypothesized to be of detrital origin (Morris et al., 2016; Table 2). The amorphous components, forming a broad hump in the diffraction pattern, could be modeled by the presence of mostly opal-A or high-silica glass (~33 wt% of the total sample) and some amount of opal-CT (~6 wt%; Morris et al., 2016; Rampe et al., 2017).

In the Stimson sandstone, the light-toned halos were sampled by the drill at two locations named Greenhorn and Lubango. CheMin analyses revealed an increase in the abundance of X-ray amorphous material (up to 73 wt% in Lubango) and a decrease in igneous mineral content, compared to drill samples obtained in the surrounding, less altered sandstone at Big Sky and Okoruso (Yen et al., 2017; Table 2). For the light-toned halo samples, the amorphous components were modeled as opal-A or high-silica glass, like rhyolitic glass, which both fit the broad hump observed. Opal-CT was not identified on the diffraction pattern (Yen et al., 2017); therefore, it may be present but only in amounts below the detection limit estimated at ~3 wt% in these samples.

The ChemCam instrument was used extensively to analyze the corresponding sedimentary rocks, within the drill holes and all around, sampling 2735 LIBS observation points on 354 different targets in the area. This data set was treated as described by Frydenvang et al. (2017) to remove points related to float rocks or soils based on images, or diagenetic features of distinct composition such as Ca-sulfate veins. While the unaltered Stimson sandstone shows an average basaltic composition, an increase of SiO₂ content up to ~90 wt%

**Figure 2.** Monitoring of weight gain of opal sample WT86 with time after vacuum test upon reexposure to the atmosphere. The curve fit corresponds to a water adsorption kinetic model as given in (Muster et al., 2001) for silica particles $A = A_0 (1 - e^{-kt}) + A_c (1 - e^{-kc})$ with fitted parameters $A_0$ (0.44 wt%) adsorption due to specific interactions and $A_c$ (1.04 wt%) due to condensation, and $k_0$ (0.16/min) and $k_c$ (0.017/min) as corresponding rate constants.

**Figure 3.** Hydrogen peak area normalized to (top) carbon at 247.9 nm or (bottom) oxygen at ~778 nm as a function of sample water content. It includes data from opal and chalcedony sample fragments (Table 1), pellet mixtures, and amethyst fragment. The dashed line represents the linear hydrogen calibration curve obtained using a greater variety of samples (basalts, sulfates, and phosphates; Rapin et al., 2017a).
Figure 4. Context images from meter scale outcrop to submillimeter size LIBS analyses. (a) Stimson sandstone with cross-cutting alteration halos on top of the Murray mudstone (Mastcam-100 mosaic obtained on sol 1267). (b) Fracture-associated halos as observed from above the Stimson formation (mcam04766, sol 1085). (c) Context Mastcam-100 image for the ChemCam target Iona, sol 1300. (d) ChemCam RMI mosaic detail, merged with a corresponding Mastcam image to provide color, and including annotations of the 10 LIBS analyses with bars reflecting the H signal (blue), the SiO$_2$ (orange), and FeO$_x$ (red) contents.
SiO2 is observed in the light-toned alteration halos of the sandstone. The Murray mudstones are similarly enriched in silica in the laterally extensive area where tridymite has been observed, that is, in the bulk rock rather than in halos.

### 3.3. Estimation of Opal Water Content on Mars

Figure 5 shows that in both the Stimson and Murray formations, the silica content estimated by ChemCam is overall positively correlated with the hydrogen signal for all targets analyzed in the area of the high-silica sedimentary rocks. As shown on the figure, a linear fit of the observed correlation points toward an average opal water content of 6.3 ± 1.4 wt%, applying the laboratory calibration to the hydrogen signal. This least squares fit assumes a linear mixture between an opal end-member and a less altered country rock. This less altered country rock end-member is fixed at the average silica content and hydrogen signal measured in the Big Sky drill hole. The silica content is anticorrelated with respect to other major elements (Frydenvang et al., 2017), and the correlation with hydrogen is observed up to ~90 wt% SiO2 (Figure 5), so that potentially hydrated phases not related to silica are only minor. Other possible fit hypotheses may indicate slightly different average pure silica end-members exist (e.g., Figure S2). Points with silica content between 75 and 85 wt% have a corresponding average water content of 4.0 ± 0.9 wt% for Murray and 5.3 ± 1.2 wt% for Stimson (Figure S3), which at least defines lower limits for the average water content of the silica end-members mixed with the less hydrated country rock.

Given that the hydrogen signal is correlated with the silica in both the Stimson alteration halos and the tridymite-bearing Murray mudstone, the presence of opal is likely throughout the high-silica rocks. Along withopal-A, rh y l o t i c glass fits the X-ray diffraction data observed by CheMin (Morris et al., 2016); however, the water content of rh y l o t i c glasses, or other igneous high-silica glasses, usually lies in the range of 0–3 wt% depending on the volatile content and degassing history of the original magma (Newman et al., 1986; Zhang, 1999). Although such hydrated glasses could be present in the tridymite-bearing mudstone as detrital phases, they could not represent the major amorphous silica phase according to the high water content measured, which rather supports the presence of opal. Within the Stimson sandstone the hydrated amorphous silica phase is found in alteration halos along fractures. This geologic context also excludes detrital glasses (Frydenvang et al., 2017; Yen et al., 2017).

While the hydrogen signal and silica content are correlated, scattering from the correlation is also observed. Rapin et al. (2017b) have shown that the hydrogen LIBS signal can be affected by surface texture roughness.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Granulometry</th>
<th>Mineralogy (wt%)</th>
<th>Chemistry (wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tridymite</td>
<td>APXS (renormalized)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cristobalite</td>
<td>SiO2 (bulk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>SiO2 (amorphous)c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>H2O (bulk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bassanite</td>
<td>H2O (opal only)d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>SAM H2O release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amorphous</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckskin</td>
<td>mudstone</td>
<td>17.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>73.9 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Sky</td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>42.4 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okoruso</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>60.0 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhorn</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>20.0 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubango</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>35.0 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Bulk SiO2 abundance from APXS data renormalized to include the ChemCam water content estimate. The uncertainties on amorphous silica abundances are propagated from the uncertainty of the amorphous component abundances. The uncertainties on water contents include 1-sigma uncertainties related to the laboratory calibration and to the instrument response function correction factor.

Mineral abundances from the following:

aMorris et al. (2016). bYen et al. (2017). cAmount of amorphous SiO2 in the sample. dOpal water content assuming all the amorphous silica and water are associated with the opal phase. eLower limit constrained by APXS chemistry (Morris et al., 2016).
effects. The hydrogen signal has more scattered and enhanced values when the roughness scale approaches the size of the laser beam, notably near the millimeter scale typical of the sandstones. This effect is specific to the hydrogen signal and does not affect the emission of other elements (Rapin et al., 2017b). The ChemCam LIBS data from the unaltered Stimson sandstone, with approximately millimeter-sized roughness, exhibit this phenomenon by showing more pronounced scatter for higher H values (Figure 5) though the bedrock has relatively homogenous composition. Conversely, the typical Murray mudstone, with ~50 wt% SiO₂, has a significantly smoother surface texture and, as seen on the figure, yields a much less scattered hydrogen signal.

Nevertheless, in spite of the complications of roughness, the observed increase of hydrogen signal with increasing silica cannot be attributed to the effect of roughness. First, the alteration halos of the Stimson sandstone with elevated hydrogen have no visible increase of surface roughness compared to the unaltered sandstone (Figure 4d). Second, all points with significantly elevated silica (>80 wt%) show an elevated hydrogen signal, consistent with at least ~4 wt% H₂O. If the silica-enriched materials were not in fact more hydrated than the country rock, the roughness effect would only yield high hydrogen signal points randomly and still show a significant number of points with low hydrogen signal, which is not observed.

Part of the variability in the hydrogen signal can also indicate true variation of the targets’ water content, as opals are known to contain variable amounts of water. Within the Stimson sandstone, no systematic variation of water content could be clearly identified in the light-toned halos from one target to another. Yet the lowest

---

Figure 5. Hydrogen peak area normalized to carbon at 247.9 nm as a function of silica content from the bedrock in the Murray (red crosses) and Stimson (blue dots) formations. Reference signal and silica content are reported for the average data from the Big Sky drill hole corresponding to Stimson unaltered sandstone (diamond), as well as for anhydrous silica (black cross). The dotted line represents opal with varying water content according to laboratory calibration. The linear fit (solid line), crossing the Big Sky drill hole data (diamond), points toward an average opal water content of 6.3 ± 1.4 wt%. The fitted slope parameter value is 0.239 ± 0.008 (2-sigma uncertainty). The 1-sigma uncertainty on the average opal water content is mostly related to the laboratory calibration and instrument response function correction factor (Rapin et al., 2017a). The horizontal uncertainty is related to RMSE on the estimation of silica content from ChemCam spectra for SiO₂ > 70 wt%.
hydrogen signal values obtained in the high-silica Murray appear slightly lower than the lowest values for the high-silica Stimson. This could be due to the presence of tridymite and cristobalite, which represent ~20 wt% of the bulk Buckskin sample (Morris et al., 2016; Table 2). But Figure 5 shows that all enrichment in silica is associated with higher hydration, suggesting that the tridymite or cristobalite in the Murray mudstone is fine-grained (<100 μm) and closely mixed with the opal phase. Data from the two formations were also fitted independently and show a slightly lower water content for the opal in the Murray by ~1.7 wt% compared to the Stimson (Figure S2). This difference is close to the 1-sigma uncertainty of the quantification of water content, and part of the hydrogen signal difference may be explained by variable target roughness (Rapin et al., 2017b), but it may also indicate that the opal from the two formations have distinct average water contents.

In addition to the sampling of naturally exposed rocks, whose texture somewhat impacts the hydrogen signal, ChemCam also made LIBS observations of the drill-hole walls. Because the surface of the borehole is abraded by the drill, it is relatively smooth and flat and shows less variability in the LIBS hydrogen signal (Figure S3). These measurements may therefore be used to directly estimate the hydrogen content of the sample. Table 2 shows the equivalent water content derived for each drill sample using LIBS points obtained on the drill hole walls, estimated from hydrogen peak area (see also Figure S4).

4. Discussion

ChemCam data show that silica enrichments observed at Gale crater are associated with hydrogen and consistent with an opal phase of 6.3 ± 1.4 wt% H₂O on average. These results can be compared to other instruments with different effective analytical footprints and techniques to provide complementary information related to the distribution of water in the silica-rich rocks, the nature of the opal phase, and the stability of its water.

4.1. Comparison to Bulk Mineralogy and Chemistry

For each drill sample, the crystalline mineralogy obtained by the CheMin instrument can be compared to the bulk elemental composition in order to estimate the composition of the amorphous component using a mass balance approach (e.g., Blake et al., 2013; Dehouck et al., 2014; Morris et al., 2016; or Yen et al., 2017). The APXS instrument analyzed the drill powders with a footprint of 1.7-cm diameter to provide the bulk abundance of major oxides and minor elements. ChemCam also provides elemental composition but is not quantitative on sulfur; therefore, we used APXS composition to account for the sulfate mineralogy measured by CheMin. However, the APXS is not sensitive to hydrogen, and the oxide compositions are normalized to 100% without accounting for water or hydroxyls present in the sample. The water content estimated by ChemCam for each drill sample was thus added to the oxide compositions and the mass balance recalculated to sum to 100% (see Table S1). The amorphous component is then calculated by subtraction of the composition of the crystalline phases detected by CheMin. With a mostly anhydrous crystalline component (except for small amounts of hydrated calcium sulfates), the water measured by ChemCam must predominantly reside in the amorphous component (Table 2).

At Buckskin, Greenhorn, and Lubango, the amorphous component includes 65 to 77 wt% SiO₂. If all of the silica and water of the amorphous component is attributed to an opal phase, this yields an opal water content of 8.0 and 7.1 wt% (Table 2). This estimate likely represents an upper limit of the actual opal water content because part of the water could be associated with other amorphous phases such as ferrihydrite or Fe/Mg-bearing amorphous sulfates (e.g., Dehouck et al., 2017; Sklute et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2009). However, we argue that most of the hydrogen is associated with silica, given the hydrogen-silica correlation for Murray targets observed on Figure 5, where SiO₂ increases to ~90 wt%. This shows that a significantly hydrated phase associated with other elements is unlikely or minor in the bulk samples. Upper bounds of 7.1 to 8.0 wt% H₂O derived for opal within the different drill samples (Table 2) compare well to the average water content of 6.3 ± 1.4 wt% derived from the data of all targets sampled in Stimson and Murray (Figure 5).

4.2. DAN Measurements

The DAN instrument acquired active neutron measurements along the rover’s traverse through the Murray tridymite-bearing mudstone and around the light-toned halos in the Stimson sandstone. The instrument, in active mode, generates high-energy neutron pulses that interact with the near-surface materials through scattering interactions with nuclei. The DAN detector records the arrival times of thermal and epithermal
neutrons scattered back to the instrument after each neutron pulse. This time profile strongly depends on the distribution of hydrogen and other neutron-absorbing elements, for example, Fe and Cl, to depths of ~60 cm below the surface. The instrument typically samples a spherical-cap volume of ~3 m in diameter at the surface (Mitrofanov et al., 2012). Several areas with silica enrichments have been analyzed by the DAN team, including areas surrounding the drill sites of (i) Buckskin in the tridymite-bearing mudstone and (ii) Lubango/Okoruso, the altered/unaltered fracture-associated halo in the Stimson sandstone.

At Buckskin, a DAN active measurement was not performed directly over the drill site, but instead, several nearby DAN measurements were made along the rover traverse through Marias Pass. Deriving accurate hydrogen contents from these measurements requires analysis of stratigraphy and images of the drive location in order to determine correlations between the locations of the DAN measurements and contact science locations of high-silica rock. Preliminary analysis of the nearest DAN active measurement to the drill site does not provide a good statistical fit when the models assume a homogeneous distribution of Buckskin-like rock underneath the rear of the rover (Rover site 48, drive 2542). As such, ongoing efforts are aimed at modeling other Murray formation geochemical abundances derived from targets such as Elk (Sol 992), as well as other stratigraphic relationships between high-silica Murray units, which may be more representative of the bulk rock in the DAN field-of-view near the Buckskin drill site (T. S. J. Gabriel and C. Hardgrove, personal communication, September 28, 2017).

In contrast with the Buckskin drill site, a dedicated DAN active campaign was performed directly over the Lubango alteration halo and above the nearby unaltered Stimson sandstone. In particular, several “off-halo” measurements were performed in addition to a measurement directly above the Lubango drill site. Due to the complex geometry of the halo, which transected the DAN field-of-view, a geometric model of the fracture-halo was developed, with a surrounding and underlying rock composed of unaltered Stimson sandstone. Preliminary refinement of Gabriel et al. (2017) indicates a water content of 5.1 ± 1.0 wt% in the fracture halo, whereas best fit models indicate 2.0 ± 0.3 wt% water in the unaltered Stimson sandstone near the Okoruso drill site. DAN is sensitive to hydrogen regardless of the molecular bonding (OH versus H2O), as is the case for ChemCam. The reported water content therefore represents the equivalent based on hydrogen abundance (or water equivalent hydrogen) and indicates the upper limit on water abundance in the rock. These preliminary results are consistent with water content measured independently using ChemCam at the drill locations for Greenhorn and Lubango within the halos and at Big Sky for the unaltered Stimson sandstone (Table 2).

4.3. SAM Measurements

The SAM instrument performed pyrolysis and EGA of the Buckskin and Greenhorn samples. The measurements yielded water abundances of, respectively, 1.8 ± 0.6 and 0.9 ± 0.3 wt% H2O for these samples (Sutter et al., 2017; reported in Table 2). The release is observed over a broad range of temperatures, up to 800 °C (Figure 6). The low bulk amount of water and absence of significant release at low temperature is rather inconsistent with the observations by ChemCam and DAN. However, the results of the SAM instrument could be explained by a loss of water before the pyrolysis due to several factors. Variations of temperature during handling before SAM analysis have likely affected the samples. The Buckskin and Greenhorn drill powders were held in CHIMRA (Collection and Handling for Interior Martian Rock Analysis) for 16 and 41 Martian solardays, respectively, between drilling and delivery to SAM. Diurnal temperatures in CHIMRA are similar to those outside on the surface, but slightly higher, exposing the sample powder to lower relative humidity. Time spent in that environment could have resulted in some low-temperature water loss.

After delivery, the samples spent some time in SAM prior to EGA. The process of delivering sample portions from CHIMRA to the SAM cup took about 40 min. The temperature inside SAM at the time of delivery of the
samples was ~20 °C. After delivery, the samples were sealed inside the pyrolysis oven until the time of the EGA experiment. Some additional hours elapsed between delivery and the experiment because delivery usually occurs during the day but SAM performs at night, and not necessarily on the same night as the delivery. The Buckskin sample was sealed in the oven for 30 hr before the start of the EGA experiment. For Greenhorn the time was about 7 hr. During those times, the oven and sample are expected to experience diurnal temperatures varying between 5 and 25 °C; however, the oven is a small sealed volume, not exposed to gas flow or open to the Martian atmosphere. Some changes in the water state in the amorphous silica of the samples could occur during this time, but it may be that other parts of the sample processing have a more significant effect. Immediately before the start of the EGA run, the samples were preheated to ~40 °C for 21 min, under a low helium flow at 25 mbar. This is a common experimental protocol for SAM (not unique to the Buckskin and Greenhorn samples), and this treatment likely contributed to loss of weakly held molecular water. The temperature required to release most of the molecular water is known to vary significantly among opals. Figure 1, showing the TGA results for some of the opal samples used for calibration, illustrates the diversity of behaviors with peak weight-loss temperatures varying between 100 and 400 °C. Other studies reported opals releasing most of their molecular water at even lower temperatures. In particular, Segnit et al. (1965) studied opals that lost more than half of their initial water in the 50 to 70 °C temperature range. In addition, pressure influences the stability of water in opals. Experiments have shown that at room temperature, some opals will dehydrate at low pressures typical of Mars (Rice et al., 2013; Sun, 2017) or when exposed to a low partial pressure of water vapor in a desiccant (Segnit et al., 1965). As shown in Table 1, theopal samples 1549 and WT86 lost a significant amount of water when exposed to vacuum. Therefore, it is expected that during a SAM EGA on Mars opals could dehydrate at temperatures lower than observed in laboratory TGA performed under ambient pressure.

Furthermore,opal susceptibility to water release is enhanced by powdering. The rover drill turns samples into powder, and a <150 μm fraction is analyzed by SAM. Such grinding can significantly reduce the temperature required to release water from an opal sample compared to its bulk form (Thomas et al., 2007). In the laboratory, EGA analysis performed on powdered sample 1040 under SAM-like conditions (He flow, 25 mbar He pressures, and SAM-like temperature ramp) with simultaneous TGA showed a difference of about 2 wt% water content (H2O release ~5.3 wt%) compared to room pressure TGA of the bulk (nonpowdered) opal sample (H2O release 7.3 wt%; Table 1). (TGA is not possible on the SAM flight instrument but is an additional function of the SAM-like EGA laboratory instrument.)

In summary, a combination of factors related to sample preheating, low pressure, and grinding supports the scenario of opal degassing prior to SAM pyrolysis to explain the inconsistency with water contents measured by ChemCam and DAN. Crushing the Buckskin and Greenhorn samples into powder would have reduced the temperature of water release in the opal phase, and then handling and preheating led to degassing before pyrolysis. In addition, the low pressure on Mars and during pyrolysis in the SAM instrument would also lead to an overall lower water release temperature compared to terrestrial pyrolysis results from experiments at ambient pressure.

4.4. Stability of Water in the Opal Phase

The combined results of ChemCam, DAN, and SAM highlight a specific behavior of the water held in the opal phase. Water contained in opal, estimated at 6.3 ± 1.4 wt% by the ChemCam instrument, is present in the rocks exposed to current low pressure conditions at the surface with diurnal temperatures that can vary between ~95 and ~15 °C (Vasavada et al., 2017) and water vapor mixing ratio of 10–80 ppmv (Savijärvi et al., 2016). Based on the different water contents measured by SAM compared to DAN and ChemCam, the opal phase within the Buckskin and Greenhorn sample likely lost 50–70% of the initial water due to handling and preheating (Table 2). The 1.8 ± 0.6 wt% water evolved from the Buckskin sample shows a broad loss
peak at \( \sim 200 \, ^\circ C \), which could represent the fraction of the water adsorbed in the opal, which was not fully degassed during handling and preheating (Figure 6). The Greenhorn sample does not exhibit a loss peak at temperatures below 400 \( ^\circ C \) and evolved an even lower total water content (0.9 ± 0.3 wt%), suggesting that almost no adsorbed water remained in the opal. Most of the opal water observed by ChemCam is molecular water either superficially bound (released below 150 \( ^\circ C \); Thomas et al., 2015) and/or in pores (released in the 150–250 \( ^\circ C \) range; Thomas et al., 2015). A broad release above 600 \( ^\circ C \) could instead correspond to strongly bound silanols. The peak in the 450–500 \( ^\circ C \) range, however, may not be related to opal but could result from minor jarosite (Sutter et al., 2017).

Given that most of the adsorbed water may have been lost due to handling and preheating at \( \sim 40 \, ^\circ C \), the opal phase exposed at the surface of Mars appears to be close to its dehydration temperature at daytime peak temperatures on Mars. This suggests that part of this water could be exchanged with the atmosphere due to diurnal temperature and humidity variations. Yet Figure 7 shows that no variation of the ChemCam hydrogen signal from the opal-bearing rocks is observed during the day. However, most measurements were performed near noon, starting at 11:00 LMST, and no nighttime or dusk measurements were performed on the high silica rocks. Therefore, some degree of diurnal exchange still cannot be excluded and additional measurements would be needed to assess this process.

In addition, the opal could be dehydrating at the surface as it is being exhumed and exposed to current climate by erosion, forming a hydration gradient from the surface downward. The preliminary result from DAN data suggests that the water content over the DAN footprint going down to \( \sim 60 \) cm in depth in the halo may indeed be slightly higher than the water content measured at the surface by ChemCam (Table 2). Refinement of the DAN geometric model will help better constrain the hypothesis of a hydration gradient in the opal-bearing rocks.

### 4.5. Formation and Diagenesis

The formation of opal within light-toned halos along fractures is unambiguously related to diagenetic fluid alteration after lithification of both the Murray and Stimson formations. Frydenvang et al. (2017) proposed...
that silica was mostly mobilized by neutral to alkaline fluids from the Murray tridymitic mudstone and deposited into the sandstone following fractures. Yen et al. (2017) argued that acidic leaching should have passively enriched the sedimentary rocks first, and subsequent mobilization and deposition of silica also occurred by rather neutral pH fluids. Yet both studies acknowledged that a complex sequence of fluid events likely occurred to account for the geochemistry observed.

The light-toned alteration halos are also associated with calcium sulfates as shown by the presence of substantial anhydrite (5.3 and 3.1 wt%), bassanite (1.3 and 2.1 wt%), and even some gypsum, in the Greenhorn and Lubango drill samples, compared to the much sparser occurrence of these phases in the unaltered sandstone (e.g., Yen et al., 2017; Table 2). Calcium sulfates are widespread in the Murray formation explored by Curiosity in the form of fracture-fill veins, with millimeter- to centimeter-scale thickness (Nachon et al., 2014, 2017). These veins are predominantly composed of bassanite from the dehydration of gypsum (Rapin et al., 2016), while the silica in the halos is rather associated with anhydrite (Yen et al., 2017), which requires higher temperature or high salinity to form (Freyer & Voigt, 2003; Marion et al., 2016). Calcium sulfate veins are also observed in the Stimson sandstone and, in some cases, form boundaries separating the altered from the unaltered sandstone showing that the silica deposition was blocked by the filled fracture (Figure 4c). This indicates that sulfate-filled fractures predated the formation of the diagenetic opal.

Within the alteration halos, no visible vein or veinlets can be identified to account for the bulk calcium sulfate mineralogy. Figure 8 shows a significant number of points spread along the mixing line between opal and the end-member calcium sulfates. Given the ChemCam LIBS footprint size, such points indicate that rather pure calcium sulfate and silica assemblages can be found within the Stimson halos at the scale of ~400 μm (in 36% of points). This association with calcium sulfate is not as common for the opal present in the tridymite-bearing Murray mudstone (only 8% of points; Figure 8), which suggests that the precipitation of the two phases from the diagenetic fluids likely occurred in multiple stages. The proximity of the opals found in the tridymitic Murray mudstone and in the halos suggests that it could have formed from the same diagenetic episode. However, its variable association with calcium sulfates, the slight difference of opal water content (Figure S2), and degassing behavior (Figure 6) between the Murray and Stimson may indicate distinct opals formed at different times. The contact relationships between opal bearing units observed to date in the Murray and Stimson do not resolve the question (Frydenvang et al., 2017; Yen et al., 2017).

The exact timing for the formation of the opal is not well known. The emplacement, lithification of the Mt Sharp sedimentary rocks, and their subsequent erosion and exposure down to a level near the present surface should have taken place during the Hesperian by 3.3 to 3.2 billion years ago according to crater counting of crater floor units (Grant et al., 2014; Grotzinger et al., 2015; Thomson et al., 2011). The opal found in the halos probably formed late during this Hesperian time frame. In particular, it must have formed after the lithification of the Stimson formation lying unconformably over the Murray formation, but it is not clear how much erosion could have occurred in the meantime. Opal in the Murray mudstone might be older, possibly forming in an early diagenetic process or as part of the initial lake sediments. In addition, the presence of small amounts of opal-CT in the Murray mudstone, but not in the halos, may indicate some initial opal-A of the mudstone underwent progressive diagenesis not observed in the alteration halos. Opal formation in the halos during the Amazonian is also possible, as evidence on Mars shows that excursions from cold and arid conditions have taken place and could have permitted the presence of liquid water in the near subsurface (Fairén et al., 2009; McCubbin et al., 2010), and indeed, it has been suggested that alluvial fans in Gale crater and the surrounding region have been active in the Amazonian (Ehlmann & Buz, 2015; Grant et al., 2014; Palucis et al., 2014, 2016).

On Earth, the diagenesis of opal-A leads to the formation of opal-CT and microcrystalline quartz through a dissolution-precipitation processes (Williams & Crerar, 1985), even with little to no burial (Lynne et al., 2005). Opal-A is predominantly observed at Gale crater with only low amounts of opal-CT measured in the Murray mudstone (Morris et al., 2016; Rampe et al., 2017), not always associated with opal-A, and also without any significant quartz. Therefore, only very limited diagenesis could have occurred after the formation of the alteration halos, so the formation of the opal observed at Gale crater likely represents the last significant water-rock interaction in the sedimentary rocks. In terrestrial settings, opal-A can transform into opal-CT and subsequently into microcrystalline quartz within thousands of years (Lynne et al., 2005). However, some occurrences of opal-A are dated at several tens of million years (as the Australian opals; Rey, 2013). There is no
record of opal-A preserved over several hundred million years; yet, in contrast to several billion years the opal-A has been preserved at Gale crater.

Multiple factors are involved in the transformation of opal-A and opal-CT. Several studies show that opal-A transformation may occur between 0 and 50 °C (Botz & Bohrmann, 1991; Matheney & Knauth, 1993; Williams & Crerar, 1985). Chemical and mineralogical factors, such as the fluid aluminum or magnesium content, and also the association with clays or carbonate minerals, as well as particle coatings, may also affect the processes and rates of dissolution/reprecipitation (Hinman, 1998; Kastner et al., 1977; Rickert et al., 2002). All these controlling factors, which are unknown or hardly quantified on Mars, prevent an estimate of the duration of fluid flow following the precipitation of opal. In all cases, the presence of liquid water is a requirement for the diagenesis, thus suggesting that limited water-rock interaction has occurred since formation, which precluded the diagenesis of opal at Gale crater, as elsewhere on Mars (Tosca & Knoll, 2009).

5. Conclusion

The Curiosity rover payload at Gale crater offers a new opportunity to characterize silica enrichments discovered in situ. Using laboratory experiments, we have shown that the ChemCam LIBS hydrogen signal can be used to quantify the water content of opals. On Mars, the X-ray amorphous nature of the silica and the correlation of the silica content with the hydrogen signal observed by ChemCam indicate an opal-A phase with 6.3 ± 1.4 wt% water on average. The presence of substantial, elevated water content in silica-rich rocks is corroborated by the DAN instrument measurements. The pyrolysis experiments performed by SAM show that much of the water in the opals was likely released at relatively low temperature during handling of the samples.

Opal found in the fracture-associated halos and in the tridymite-bearing Murray mudstone appears to have formed from diagenetic fluids. Its relation to calcium sulfates, present within the silica enrichments but also in fracture fills, suggests that multiple stages of fluid alteration have occurred. The opal preserved significant water content and mostly remained in the opal-A form, which shows that only limited diagenesis took place after formation. Such preservation, likely over billions of years during the Amazonian, suggests that the opal forming event represents the last significant water-rock interaction in these sedimentary rocks.
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